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(54) GROUND BRUSH FOR VACUUM CLEANER AND VACUUM CLEANER WITH THE SAME

(57) A ground brush (1) for a vacuum cleaner in-
cludes a ground brush body (10), a brushroll cover (20),
a brushroll assembly and a microswitch (40). The brush-
roll cover (20) is disposed on the ground brush body (10)
in such a manner that the brushroll cover (20) can be
opened and closed, and provided with a triggering part
(203), wherein the brushroll cover (20) and the ground
brush body (10) define a mounting space therebetween.
The brushroll assembly (30) is disposed in the mounting
space and provided with a control circuit. The micros-
witch (40) is disposed on the ground brush body (10),
wherein the triggering part (203) triggers the microswitch
(40) to turn on the control circuit when the brushroll cover
(20) is closed on the ground brush body (10), and the
triggering part (203) releases a trigger action on the mi-
croswitch (40) to turn off the control circuit when the
brushroll cover (20) is opened.
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Description

FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a technical
field of a vacuum cleaner, and more particularly to a
ground brush for a vacuum cleaner and a vacuum cleaner
with the same.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In the related art, a brushroll is still working when
a brushroll cover is opened, which may injure a user ac-
cidentally.

SUMMARY

[0003] The present disclosure seeks to solve at least
one of the problems existing in the related art to at least
some extent. An objective of the present disclosure is to
provide a ground brush for a vacuum cleaner, in which
the brushroll stops working when a user opens a brushroll
cover, thus avoiding accidental injury to the user.
[0004] Another objective of the present disclosure is
to provide a vacuum cleaner with the above ground
brush.
[0005] The ground brush according to the first aspect
of the present disclosure includes: a ground brush body;
a brushroll cover disposed on the ground brush body in
such a manner that the brushroll cover can be opened
and closed, in which the brushroll cover and the ground
brush body define a mounting space therebetween, and
the brushroll cover is provided with a triggering part; a
brushroll assembly disposed in the mounting space and
provided with a control circuit; and a microswitch dis-
posed on the ground brush body, in which the triggering
part triggers the microswitch to turn on the control circuit
when the brushroll cover is closed on the ground brush
body, and the triggering part releases a trigger action on
the microswitch to turn off the control circuit when the
brushroll cover is opened.
[0006] According to the ground brush for the vacuum
cleaner, the brushroll cover is provided with the triggering
part, and the triggering part is configured to cooperate
with the microswitch. When the brushroll cover is closed,
the triggering part can trigger the microswitch to make
the brushroll work normally, and when the brushroll cover
is opened, the triggering part can release the trigger ac-
tion on the microswitch to make the brushroll stop work-
ing, thus avoiding accidental injury to the user if the user
opens the brushroll cover by mistake, and improving
safety of the brushroll.
[0007] According to an embodiment of the present, the
brushroll cover includes: a cover body cooperating with
the ground brush body to form the mounting space; and
a connecting part connected between the cover body and
the ground brush body to make the cover body connected
to the ground brush body, in which the triggering part is

disposed on any one of the cover body and the connect-
ing part.
[0008] According to an embodiment of the present, the
connecting part includes a rotating shaft, the cover body
is rotatingly closed on the ground brush body through the
rotating shaft, the triggering part is disposed on the ro-
tating shaft, and the rotating shaft rotates to make the
triggering part trigger the microswitch when the cover
body 201 is closed.
[0009] According to an embodiment of the present, the
connecting part includes a rotating shaft, the cover body
is rotatingly closed on the ground brush body through the
rotating shaft, the triggering part is disposed on the brush-
roll cover, and the triggering part triggers the microswitch
when the brushroll cover is closed.
[0010] According to an embodiment of the present, the
connecting part includes at least one of a snapping mem-
ber and an inserting member, through which the brushroll
cover is connected to the ground brush body, and the
triggering part is disposed on the cover body.
[0011] According to an embodiment of the present,
when the brushroll cover is closed on the ground brush
body, the triggering part directly contacts and triggers the
microswitch.
[0012] According to an embodiment of the present, the
microswitch includes: a fixing member fixed to the ground
brush body and coupled with the control circuit; a resilient
member disposed on the fixing member; and a button
disposed on the fixing member and located between the
resilient member and the fixing member, in which the
triggering part can turn on the control circuit if the resilient
member presses the button, and when the triggering part
is separated from the resilient member, the button returns
to turn off the control circuit.
[0013] According to an embodiment of the present, the
resilient member is configured as an L-shaped resilient
sheet.
[0014] According to an embodiment of the present, the
ground brush for the vacuum cleaner further includes: a
driving member disposed on the ground brush body and
cooperating with the microswitch, in which when the
brushroll cover is closed on the ground brush body, the
triggering part triggers the driving member and then trig-
gers the microswitch indirectly through the driving mem-
ber.
[0015] The vacuum cleaner according to the second
aspect of the present disclosure includes the ground
brush of the first aspect of the present disclosure.
[0016] Additional aspects and advantages of embodi-
ments of present disclosure will be given in part in the
following descriptions, become apparent in part from the
following descriptions, or be learned from the practice of
the embodiments of the present disclosure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0017] These and/or other aspects and advantages of
the present disclosure will become apparent and more
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readily appreciated from the following descriptions of em-
bodiments made with reference to the drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a schematic view of a ground brush for a
vacuum cleaner according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure, in which a brushroll cover is
opened;
Fig. 2 is an enlarged view of part A circled in Fig. 1;
Fig. 3 is a schematic view of the ground brush in Fig.
1, in which the brushroll cover is closed;
Fig. 4 is an enlarged view of part B circled in Fig. 3;

Reference numerals:

[0018] 1 ground brush; 10 ground brush body; 20
brushroll cover; 201 cover body; 202 rotating shaft; 203
triggering part; 30 brushroll assembly; 301 brushroll; 40
microswitch; 401 fixing member; 402 resilient member;
4021 fixing part; 4022 resilient part; 403 button.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0019] Reference will be made in detail to embodi-
ments of the present disclosure. Examples of the em-
bodiments are shown in the drawings. The same or sim-
ilar elements and the elements having same or similar
functions are denoted by like reference numerals
throughout the descriptions. The embodiments de-
scribed herein with reference to drawings are explana-
tory, illustrative, and used to generally understand the
present disclosure. The embodiments shall not be con-
strued to limit the present disclosure.
[0020] In the specification, it is to be understood that
terms such as "central," "upper," "lower," "front," "rear,"
"left," "right," "vertical," "horizontal," "top," "bottom," "in-
ner," and "outer" should be construed to refer to the ori-
entation as then described or as shown in the drawings
under discussion. These relative terms are for conven-
ience of description and do not require that the present
invention be constructed or operated in a particular ori-
entation.
[0021] In addition, terms such as "first" and "second"
are used herein for purposes of description and are not
intended to indicate or imply relative importance or sig-
nificance or to imply the number of indicated technical
features. Thus, the feature defined with "first" and "sec-
ond" may comprise one or more of this feature. In the
description of the present invention, "a plurality of" means
two or more than two, unless specified otherwise.
[0022] In the following, a ground brush 1 for a vacuum
cleaner (not shown in the drawings) according to embod-
iments of a first aspect of the present disclosure will be
described with reference to Fig. 1 to Fig. 4.
[0023] As shown in Fig. 1 to Fig. 4, the ground brush
1 for the vacuum cleaner according to the embodiments
of the first aspect of the present disclosure includes a
ground brush body 10, a brushroll cover 20, a brushroll
assembly and a microswitch 40.

[0024] With reference to Fig. 1 and Fig. 3, the brushroll
cover 20 is disposed on the ground brush body 10 in such
a manner that the brushroll cover 20 can be opened and
closed. The brushroll cover 20 and the ground brush body
10 define a mounting space therebetween, that is, the
brushroll cover 20 can be closed on the ground brush
body 10 and form the mounting space through coopera-
tion with the ground brush body 10. The brushroll assem-
bly is disposed in the mounting space and provided with
a control circuit. The brushroll cover is provided with a
triggering part 203 that is configured to cooperate with
the microswitch 40.
[0025] The microswitch 40 is disposed on the ground
brush body 10, electrically connected with the control cir-
cuit of the brushroll assembly, and configured to control
the control circuit to be turned on or off. The microswitch
40 is disposed on the ground brush body 10, and the
triggering part 203 triggers the microswitch 40 to turn on
the control circuit when the brushroll cover 20 is closed
on the ground brush body 10, and the triggering part 203
releases a trigger action on the microswitch 40 to turn off
the control circuit when the brushroll cover 20 is opened.
[0026] In the ground brush 1 according to the embod-
iments of the present disclosure, the triggering part 203
is disposed on the brushroll cover 20 and cooperates
with the microswitch 40. When the brushroll cover 20 is
closed, the triggering part 203 can trigger the microswitch
40 directly or indirectly to make the brushroll 301 work
normally, and when the brushroll cover 20 is opened, the
triggering part 203 can release the trigger action on the
microswitch 40 to make the brushroll 301 stop working,
thus avoiding accidental injury to a user caused by the
brushroll 301 if the user opens the brushroll cover 20 by
mistake, and improving safety and market competitive-
ness of a product.
[0027] Specifically, the overall brushroll cover 20 can
be rotatably connected with the ground brush body 10,
and closed or opened through turnover; or the brushroll
cover 20 and the ground brush body 10 can be connected
in a snapping manner or an inserting manner, that is the
brushroll cover 20 can be closed or opened through
mounting or dismounting - the overall brushroll cover 20
can be closed on the ground brush body 10, or separate
from the ground brush body 10 to be opened.
[0028] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3, the brushroll cover
20 includes a cover body 201 and a connecting part. The
cover body 201 cooperates with the ground brush body
10 to form the mounting space, and the connecting part
is connected between the cover body 201 and the ground
brush body 10 to make the cover body 201 connected to
the ground brush body 10. The triggering part 203 is dis-
posed on any one of the cover body 201 and the con-
necting part, that is, the triggering part 203 may be dis-
posed on the cover body 201 or disposed on the con-
necting part.
[0029] In the above embodiments, the brushroll cover
20 includes the cover body 201 and the connecting part,
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and the cover body 201 cooperates with the ground brush
body 10 to form the mounting space to cover the brushroll
301, thus avoiding injury to the user when the brushroll
301 works, and improving safety of the ground brush 1.
The brushroll assembly located in the mounting space
may be mounted on the cover body 201 or mounted on
the ground brush body 10, and preferably, the brushroll
assembly is mounted on the ground brush body 10, which
is simpler in structure and more convenient to assemble.
The connecting part is connected with the cover body
201 and cooperates with the ground brush body 10, and
the connecting part is configured to fix the cover body
201 to the ground brush body 10, thus preventing the
brushroll cover 20 from separating from the ground brush
body 10 and further improving the safety of the ground
brush 1.
[0030] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, as shown in Fig. 1 to Fig. 4, the connecting part
includes a rotating shaft 202, the cover body 201 is ro-
tatingly closed on the ground brush body 10 through the
rotating shaft 202, the triggering part 203 is disposed on
the rotating shaft 202, and the rotating shaft 202 rotates
to make the triggering part 203 trigger the microswitch
40 when the cover body 201 is closed.
[0031] In the embodiments, as to a scheme that the
brushroll cover 20 is closed on and connected with the
ground brush body 10 in a rotating manner, when the
brushroll cover 20 is closed on and connected with the
ground brush body 10 through rotation of the rotating
shaft 202, the triggering part 203 is disposed on the ro-
tating shaft 202. In this way, when the cover body is ro-
tated to be closed, the triggering part 203 also rotates
along with the rotating shaft 202 until the cover body 201
is fully closed on the ground brush body 10, and the trig-
gering part 203 also rotates exactly to a position corre-
sponding to the microswitch 40 and triggers the micros-
witch 40, to turn on the control circuit of the brushroll
assembly, thus guaranteeing that the vacuum cleaner
can work normally. When the cover body 201 is rotated
to be opened, the triggering part 203 also rotates to sep-
arate from the microswitch 40, to turn off the control circuit
of the brushroll assembly timely, and the brushroll 301
stops working immediately, thus avoiding accidental in-
jury to the user caused by the brushroll 301 and improving
the safety of the ground brush 1.
[0032] In some other embodiments of the present dis-
closure, the connecting part includes the rotating shaft
202, the cover body 201 is closed on the ground brush
body 10 through rotating of the rotating shaft 202, the
triggering part 203 is disposed on the cover body 201,
and the triggering part 203 triggers the microswitch 40
when the cover body 201 is closed.
[0033] In the embodiments, the connecting part in-
cludes the rotating shaft 202, that is the brushroll cover
20 is closed on and connected with the ground brush
body 10 in a rotating manner; the triggering part 203 lo-
cated at the cover body 201 will rotate along with the
cover body 201 until the cover body 201 is fully closed

on the ground brush body 10, and the triggering part 203
rotates exactly to a position corresponding to the micro-
switch 40 and triggers the microswitch to turn on the con-
trol circuit of the brushroll assembly, thus guaranteeing
that the vacuum cleaner can work normally. When the
cover body 201 is rotated to be opened, the triggering
part 203 also rotates to separate from the microswitch
40, to turn off the control circuit of the brushroll assembly
timely, and the brushroll 301 stops working immediately,
thus avoiding accidental injury to the user caused by the
brushroll 301 and improving the safety of the ground
brush 1.
[0034] In some more embodiments of the present dis-
closure, the connecting part includes at least one of a
snapping member and an inserting member, through
which the brushroll cover 20 is connected to the ground
brush body 10, and the triggering part 203 is disposed
on the cover body 201.
[0035] In the embodiments, the connecting part in-
cludes the snapping member and/or the inserting mem-
ber, that is, the brushroll cover 20 is closed on and con-
nected with the ground brush body 10 in a snapping man-
ner or an inserting manner. Only when the cover body
201 is closed on the ground brush body 10, can the trig-
gering part 203 located at the cover body 201 trigger the
microswitch 40, to turn on the control circuit of the brush-
roll assembly, such that the vacuum cleaner can work
normally. When the cover body 201 is separated from
the ground brush body 10, the triggering part 203 is sep-
arated from the microswitch 40, such that the microswitch
40 returns, to turn off the control circuit of the brushroll
assembly timely, and the brushroll 301 stops working im-
mediately, thus avoiding accidental injury to the user
caused by the brushroll 301 and improving the safety of
the ground brush 1.
[0036] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, when the brushroll
cover 20 is closed on the ground brush body 10, the trig-
gering part 203 directly contacts and triggers the micro-
switch 40.
[0037] Further, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4, the mi-
croswitch 40 includes a fixing member 401, a resilient
member 402 and a button 403. Specifically, the fixing
member 401 is fixed to the ground brush body 10 and
connected in the control circuit, the resilient member 402
is disposed on the fixing member 401, the button 403 is
disposed on the fixing member 401, and the button 403
is located between the resilient member 402 and the fix-
ing member 401. The triggering part 203 can turn on the
control circuit if the resilient member 402 presses the
button 403, and when the triggering part 203 is separated
from the resilient member 402, the button 403 returns to
turn off the control circuit.
[0038] Furthermore, the resilient member 402 may be
rotatably disposed on the fixing member 401, when the
brushroll cover 20 is closed, the triggering part 203 trig-
gers the resilient member 402, such that the resilient
member 402 rotates relative to the fixing member 401
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and presses the button 403, to turn on the control circuit
and enables the brushroll assembly to work normally.
When the brushroll cover 20 is opened, the triggering
part 203 is separated from the resilient member 402, the
resilient member 402 returns to remove a pressure on
the button 403, such that the button 403 returns auto-
matically to turn off the control circuit, and the brushroll
assembly stops working immediately, thus avoiding ac-
cidental injury to the user. Certainly, the present disclo-
sure is not limited thereby; as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig.
4, the resilient member 402 may include a fixing part 4021
and a resilient part 4022. Specifically, the fixing part 4021
has a first end fixed to the fixing member 401, the resilient
part 4022 has a first end connected with a second end
of the fixing part 4021, and the resilient part 4022 has a
second end extending to the button 403. Preferably, as
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4, the button 403 is close to a
first end of the resilient part 4022.
[0039] Optionally, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4, the
resilient member 402 is configured as an L-shaped resil-
ient sheet.
[0040] In the above embodiments, the microswitch 40
includes the fixing member 401, the resilient member 402
and the button 403, and the fixing member 401 is coupled
with the control circuit of the brushroll assembly. The but-
ton 403 can turn on or turn off the control circuit, the
control circuit is turned off at a natural state; when the
button 403 is pressed, the control circuit is turned on; and
when the pressure is removed, the button returns auto-
matically. The resilient member 402 is configured to
press the button 403. Specifically, when the brushroll
cover 20 is closed, the triggering part 203 applies the
pressure on the resilient member 402, and the resilient
member 402 deforms resiliently to press the button 403,
so as to turn on the control circuit and enable the brushroll
assembly to work normally. When the brushroll cover 20
is opened, the triggering part 203 is separated from the
resilient member 402, the resilient member 402 returns
to remove the pressure on the button 403, so the button
403 returns automatically to turn off the control circuit,
and the brushroll assembly stops working, thus avoiding
accidental injury to the user.
[0041] Certainly, those skilled in the art should under-
stand that the microswitch 40 is not limited to the above
structure, and it may be configured as a small button 403
or other structures, as long as having a function like that
of the microswitch 40, so those technical schemes are
within the scope of the present disclosure.
[0042] The resilient member 402 includes the fixing
part 4021 and the resilient part 4022, the fixing part 4021
can fix the resilient member 402 to the fixing member
401, thus avoiding displacement of the resilient member
402 and guaranteeing usage reliability of the microswitch
40. The resilient part 4022 is resilient and can deform
resiliently to apply a pressing force on the button 403,
such that the button 403 can turn on the control circuit.
A distance between the resilient member 4022 and a
surface of the fixing part 402 is no less than a height of

the button 403 at the natural state, thus guaranteeing
that the button 403 is located between the resilient mem-
ber 402 and the fixing member 401.
[0043] The button 403 is disposed closed to the first
end of the resilient part 4022 connected with the fixing
part 4021, and a second end of the resilient part 4022 is
relatively far away from the button 403. As to the scheme
that the brushroll cover 20 is rotatingly closed, only when
the brushroll cover 20 is fully closed on the ground brush
body 10, can the resilient part 4022 press the button 403
to a positon where the control circuit is turned on. In the
process of rotatingly closing the brushroll cover 20, the
button 403 cannot turn on the control circuit, thus avoiding
that the brushroll starts working when the brushroll cover
20 is not fully closed, and further improving the safety of
the product.
[0044] In other embodiments of the present disclosure,
the ground brush 1 further includes a driving member
which is disposed on the ground brush body 10 and co-
operates with the microswitch 40. When the brushroll
cover 20 is closed on the ground brush body 10, the trig-
gering part 203 triggers the driving member and triggers
the microswitch 40 indirectly through the driving member.
[0045] In the above embodiments, the triggering part
203 triggers the microswitch 40 through the driving mem-
ber, that is when the brushroll cover 20 is closed on the
ground brush body 10, the microswitch 40 is not directly
but indirectly triggered, which can also accomplish the
objective of the present disclosure. Specifically, when
the brushroll cover 20 is closed, the triggering part 203
triggers the driving member to apply an acting force on
the driving member, such that the driving member moves
to trigger the microswitch 40, so as to turn on the control
circuit. When the brushroll cover 20 is opened, the trig-
gering part 203 is separated from the driving member,
the acting force applied on the driving member is re-
moved, so an acting force on the microswitch 40 applied
by the driving member is removed, the microswitch 40
returns to turn off the control circuit.
[0046] A vacuum cleaner according to an embodiment
of a second aspect of the present disclosure includes the
ground brush 1 according to the embodiments of the first
aspect of the present disclosure.
[0047] Specifically, when the brushroll cover 20 is
closed, the triggering part 203 may trigger the micros-
witch 40 directly or indirectly, to turn on the control circuit
of the brushroll assembly, and a driving component
drives the brushroll 301 to rotate, such that the brushroll
301 works normally. When the brushroll cover 20 is
opened, the triggering part 203 can release a trigger ac-
tion thereof, the microswitch 40 returns to turn off the
control circuit of the brushroll assembly, the driving com-
ponent stops working, to make the brushroll 301 stop
rotating, thus avoiding injury to the user.
[0048] It is should be noted that those skilled in the art
should understand that the triggering part 203 may be
configured as a component individually disposed on the
brushroll cover 20 or a part of the brushroll cover 20, both
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of which can accomplish the function of the microswitch
40 and fall into the scope of the present disclosure.
[0049] As the vacuum cleaner according to the embod-
iments of the present disclosure is provided with the
ground brush 1 according to the embodiments of the first
aspect, the vacuum cleaner has high safety and will not
injure the user if the user opens the brushroll cover 20
by mistake.
[0050] To sum up, in the ground brush 1 provided by
the present disclosure, the brushroll cover 20 is provided
with the triggering part 203, and the triggering part 203
cooperates with the microswitch 40. When the brushroll
cover 20 is closed, the triggering part 203 can trigger the
microswitch 40 directly or indirectly to make the brushroll
301 work normally; and when the brushroll cover 20 is
opened, the triggering part 203 can release the trigger
action on the microswitch 40 to make the brushroll stop
working, thus avoiding accidental injury to the user if the
user opens the brushroll cover 20 by mistake, and im-
proving safety and market competitiveness of the prod-
uct.
[0051] Specifically, as to a present vacuum cleaner, a
brushroll is still working when a brushroll cover is opened,
which may injure the user accidentally. However, as to
the ground brush 1 provided by the present disclosure,
the brushroll stops working when the brushroll cover 20
is opened, thus avoiding injury to the user, and improving
the safety and the market competitiveness of the product.
Specifically, when the brushroll cover 20 is closed, the
triggering part 203 can trigger the microswitch 40 directly
or indirectly to turn on the control circuit of the brushroll
assembly, and the driving component drives the brushroll
301 to rotate, such that the vacuum cleaner works nor-
mally; when the brushroll cover 20 is opened, the trig-
gering part 203 can release the trigger action thereof, the
microswitch 40 returns to turn off the control circuit of the
brushroll assembly, and the driving component stops
working to make the brushroll stop rotating, thus avoiding
injury to the user.
[0052] Reference throughout this specification to "an
embodiment," "some embodiments," "an example,"
"specific examples" or "some examples" means that a
particular feature, structure, material, or characteristic
described in connection with the embodiment or example
is included in at least one embodiment or example of the
present invention. Thus, the appearances of the above
phrases throughout this specification are not necessarily
referring to the same embodiment or example of the
present invention. Furthermore, the particular features,
structures, materials, or characteristics may be com-
bined in any suitable manner in one or more embodi-
ments or examples. Those skilled in the art can integrate
and combine different embodiments or examples and the
features in different embodiments or examples in the
specification.
[0053] Although embodiments of the present invention
have been shown and illustrated, it shall be understood
by those skilled in the art that various changes, modifi-

cations, alternatives and variants without departing from
the principle and spirit of the present invention are ac-
ceptable. The scope of the present invention is defined
by the claims or the like.

Claims

1. A ground brush (1) for a vacuum cleaner, comprising:

a ground brush body (10);
a brushroll cover (20) disposed on the ground
brush body (10) in such a manner that the brush-
roll cover (20) can be opened and closed, where-
in the brushroll cover (20) and the ground brush
body (10) define a mounting space therebe-
tween, and the brushroll cover (20) is provided
with a triggering part (203);
a brushroll assembly (30) disposed in the mount-
ing space and provided with a control circuit; and
a microswitch (40) disposed on the ground brush
body (10), wherein the triggering part (203) trig-
gers the microswitch (40) to turn on a control
circuit when the brushroll cover (20) is closed
on the ground brush body (10), and the trigger-
ing part (203) releases a trigger action on the
microswitch (40) to turn off the control circuit
when the brushroll cover (20) is opened.

2. The ground brush (1) according to claim 1, wherein
the brushroll cover (20) comprises:

a cover body (201) cooperating with the ground
brush body (10) to form the mounting space; and
a connecting part connected between the cover
body (201) and the ground brush body (10) to
make the cover body (201) connected to the
ground brush body (10),
wherein the triggering part (203) is disposed on
any one of the cover body (201) and the con-
necting part.

3. The ground brush (1) according to claim 2, wherein
the connecting part comprises a rotating shaft (202),
the cover body (201) is rotatingly closed on the
ground brush body (10) through the rotating shaft
(202), the triggering part (203) is disposed on the
rotating shaft (202), and the rotating shaft (202) ro-
tates to make the triggering part (203) trigger the
microswitch (40) when the cover body (201) is
closed.

4. The ground brush (1) according to claim 2, wherein
the connecting part comprises a rotating shaft (202),
the cover body (201) is rotatingly closed on the
ground brush body (10) through the rotating shaft
(202), the triggering part (203) is disposed on the
brushroll cover (20), and the triggering part (203) trig-
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gers the microswitch (40) when the brushroll cover
(20) is closed.

5. The ground brush (1) according to claim 2, wherein
the connecting part comprises at least one of a snap-
ping member and an inserting member, through
which the brushroll cover (20) is connected to the
ground brush body (10), and the triggering part (203)
is disposed on the cover body (201).

6. The ground brush (1) according to any one of claims
1 to 5, wherein when the brushroll cover (20) is
closed on the ground brush body (10), the triggering
part (203) directly contacts and triggers the micros-
witch (40).

7. The ground brush (1) according to any one of claims
1 to 6, wherein the microswitch (40) comprises:

a fixing member (401) fixed to the ground brush
body (10) and coupled with the control circuit;
a resilient member (402) disposed on the fixing
member (401); and
a button (403) disposed on the fixing member
(401) and located between the resilient member
(402) and the fixing member (401), wherein the
triggering part (203) can turn on the control cir-
cuit if the resilient member (402) presses the
button (403), and when the triggering part (203)
is separated from the resilient member (402),
the button (403) returns to turn off the control
circuit.

8. The ground brush (1) according to claim 7, wherein
the resilient member (402) is configured as an L-
shaped resilient sheet.

9. The ground brush (1) according to any one of claims
1 to 5, further comprising:

a driving member disposed on the ground brush
body (10) and cooperating with the microswitch
(40), wherein when the brushroll cover (20) is
closed on the ground brush body (10), the trig-
gering part (203) triggers the driving member
and then triggers the microswitch (40) indirectly
through the driving member.

10. A vacuum cleaner comprising a ground brush (1)
according to any one of claims 1 to 9.
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